Evolution Experience
Where

?

are we

How did we get here?

Where

Humanity needs urgent renovation! We are now at a time where we must
reinvent ourselves, in order to continue our existence on this planet. Our old
solutions and thinking increasingly fail to address today’s pressing concerns;
ranging from climate change, healthcare, education, energy and monetary
systems to Europe’s migration crisis.

are we

going?

This is a vivid workshop for those who enjoy learning through experiencing
and playing. It is a lot of fun and far more effective in adopting the knowledge
and essence of Spiral Dynamics. Participants go through an inner journey as
well as an exploration of the external life conditions, providing healing and
integration to both the individual and the collective.

Many new promising solutions are emerging, although currently on Learning starts before the workshop, as participants are asked to explore their
a small scale. Murmurs of a rising culture change based on a more past in a creative way. Additionally, you also have the opportunity to fill out a
complex mindset and able to solve today’s deeper anxieties.
questionnaire, which will provide insight into your personal Spiral Dynamics
profile.
In this workshop, participants explore how humanity has evolved and is
currently performing, through games, role-play, drama, exercises and lectures,
using the Spiral Dynamics model as a guide. We will experience the conditions
Enjoy,
of tribal life, warlord’s conquests, hierarchical nations, capitalist marketplaces,
learn, play,
consensual communities and newly emerging viral networks and Social Media.
observe,
We will investigate and hope to understand the next steps of evolution and get
experience,
a sense of a culture, providing answers to passionate questions.

understand

There is no prerequisite to participating in the workshop. It is designed for
everyone interested in a deeper learning and understanding of human and
social development and in finding clarity in and making sense of our current
complex world. It will be of specific interest to coaches, trainers, therapists
and those working with personal, organisational and societal changes and
transformation.

Language

The Workshop will be held in English though German translation is available.
Spiral Dynamics Integral
gives us a new map with which to
explore reality. It puts the development of
our society and ourselves in an evolutionary
perspective and makes visible the direction
that evolution is inviting us to go.
It also helps to understand dynamics in teams,
organizations, our multicultural societies, and
world politics. Spiral Dynamics Integral is
based on the works of Dr. Clare W. Graves
and Dr. Don Beck

Date

Start: Friday, September 16th, 2016, 2pm
End: Sunday, September,18th, 2016, 5pm

Location

Sennrüti Community, Sennrütistrasse 23, 9113 Degersheim, Switzerland.

Costs

Workshop fee is CHF 200/€180
A personal Spiral Dynamics questionnaire profile for an additional €22
(normal retail price €80)
Lodging fees are: single bed room CHF 50, double bed room CHF 40, multi
(4-8) bed room CHF 25, dorm CHF 15 per person
Meals are CHF 45 (full board) organic vegetarian food inclusive snacks.

Registration

brigitte.graf@oekodorf.ch

